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"Once plague had shut the gates of the town, they 

had settled down to a life of separation, debarred 

from the living warmth that gives forgetfulness of all." 

 

—Albert Camus, The Plague 
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Vanessa 
 

Isabel Kern 

 

My sister is busy in the kitchen, 

Practicing handstands while her brownies bake. 

Paradox between bliss and nutrition— 

Chocolate with kale camouflaged in the cake. 

Cinnamon-brown ponytail sweeps the floor 

As she flips an aerial down the hall; 

Didn’t see herself as a broom before, 

But domestic answers are her downfall.  

The stove timer goes off and that’s the meet— 

She opens the oven with calloused hands 

As well-acquainted with floors as her feet; 

She offers me the first of the batch, and 

 I’ve been trying to cut back on junk food 

 But with that smile, how can I refuse? 
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Together 
 

Netanya Price-Flatt 

 

Hither, slither your oneness next to mine and  

Eyes averted no more, fall back with me 

 

In together again. 

See how sweet it is to hear an angel’s voice like yours? 

 

Here there is no other comely moment in existence when I am   

Overhearing your pillow talk to me, sweet everything’s. 

Maybe I am confused how you manage to clip your own winged perfection.  

Oh, I am as 

Earnest as a heart’s pitter-patter with a glance at your two tidal eyes. 
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Mountain Majesty 
 

Jaclyn Nuzum 

 

I’m not used to writing  

 of love 

NOT gone sour.  

 

You deserve volumes dedicated to  

 your smile- 

  earnest and true.  

 your mind- 

  endlessly fascinating, a genius in zeroes, ones, and twos.  

 your hands- 

  never tiring, teaching me of a gentle kind of love.  

 your patience- 

  you love a broken thing, my sweet.  

 

Instead, you get this.  

 An ode.  

  An oath.  

Written by candlelight with cold, shaking hands  

 forged through ink made of tears of joy, longing, and sadness 

  of equal measure.  

And uttered out by chapped, stuttering lips 

 

YOU 

 ARE 

  the one thing 

I got right.  

And I’ll spend my forever 

 learning to write  

 my soul to you.  

 

My mountain love,  

 my soul’s light.   
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Joyce Baker AKA Faye Collins 
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Fading Memories 
 

Alexandria Rivera 

 

I never really knew him and honestly 

I wanted to so badly, more than anything. 

All I had were two vague memories of being with him 

and in all reality they were probably from the same day. 

 

Then again those two memories I had held onto so tightly 

have become faded as I’ve grown and it has become 

harder and harder to decipher whether they were just 

made up moments to make up for my toddler brain 

repeatedly trying to figure out why Daddy wasn’t there 

anymore, or whether those times truly occurred. 

 

That he really did take me out for elephant ears 

with his new woman. 

That we actually went to Applebee’s as a happy family 

and even received a complimentary balloon like they 

used to hand out years ago. 

 

The way I ran crying to him when my balloon had popped and it seemed 

the whole world was coming to an end just 

because of a measly popped balloon. 

How everything seemed perfect as soon as he magically 

made a little air bubble out of the popped 

remains of a shredded rubber balloon. 

 

As lame as it may sound these memories made 

me think of him as my hero. 

I felt that he was the best being ever alive. 

The feeling that Daddy could never 

do wrong to anything or anyone. 
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Then one day I was forced to understand he would never 

take me out for elephant ears or balloons ever again. 

That I couldn’t hear his soothing voice saying in 

Spanish that everything would be okay. 

 

There would be no more weekends with him, 

no more of even seeing him. 

The last time I laid eyes on him in person was the 

day before he was laid into the ground for good. 
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Mothers 

After Grace Paley – Fathers 
 

Netanya Price-Flatt 

 

Mothers are  

more like training-wheels.  

Infantile days,  

we children accomplish this by  

learning what not to do. 

 

What misfortune for us that  

we received the short end of the umbilical cord.  

The dream for a proper mother is merely  

a congregation of hope in the minds  

of victimized children and they weep 

 

on the schoolyard playgrounds,  

and the dilapidated race car beds  

of hosting sleepover children. One may  

see smaller half-finished canvases with finger painted smiles 

and frayed paintbrushes.  

Their canvases are to be clumsily finished— 

I call this the inception of a false portrait. 

 

These weeping watercolor waterworks  

oblivious to their Creator  

who had once softly graced our frames with the prettiest oils, 

are now painted into cheap motel art. 

Familiar bedtime kisses and Christmas wishes  

we found ourselves nothing but a product of two silly paints  

and the unnecessary mixing of their colors  

and the unnecessary paintings of two new hues onto blank canvases  

(who are their children) as well  

as other artists and critics who  

will surely view this exhibit.  
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Our Father 
 

Anonymous 

 

Our father stands  

On his worn-out legs 

With stiff arms 

Bearing half his weight on the back of a dining chair 

And he prays out loud 

Before we eat. 

 

He says getting up first thing in the morning is the hardest.  

But once he’s up, he’s thankful.  

He sits down sometimes during the day 

As he’s about to, now, to eat;  

And when dinner’s done, he’ll grab the edge 

Of a counter - the table - another chair -  

And he’ll rock himself back and forth 

Until momentum triumphs and he rises.  

 

We all know, one of these days,  

he’ll fall down on the job  

he still works at after 50 years.  

When he dies, he won’t be sad 

Because he believes in Jesus.  

And he’s patient: he will wait 

For the rest of us to get there. 
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Asteroids in Exile 
 

Ryan Wierbiki 

 

We peeled open horizons, 

candy-coated fingertips 

dredging swamps, playing 

dumb. Cheshire la Peste: 

empires host the Big RIP, 

a cat in the sun, undead 

Sisyphus in space, under  

the veneer of new rule. 
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Out 
 

Michael Johnson II 

 

It’s hard 

Living 

 

With an alcoholic 

 

He does not 

Remember 

 

The way he 

Treats me 

 

The things 

He says 

 

Hurt 

 

He never hits 

Me 

But the words  

 

Sting more 

 

“Fucking bitch” 

“Whore” 

 

He is spiraling 

Downward 

 

I don’t want  

To be 

There when 

He hits 
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Bottom 

 

The pain is 

Too much 

 

I want…No 

 

I need  

 

Out  
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Too Much Spirit 
 

Jadon Kampfe 

 

We have too much spirit 

In America, where torture is illegal 

But torturing oneself is encouraged 

 

There is so much 

Everywhere you look there is more 

Pleasant cannibalism 

Spirits drinking spirits and becoming possessed 

Desiring to hand themselves over 

Because, by themselves, they’re too oppressed 

  

Everything is bliss until you see what possession does 

The self-jeopardizing of one’s will 

Their absolute steel frame bent during the bender 

Or even worse the frame of their car 

I never want to see it happen again.  
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I’ll Do It Myself 
 

Kelsey Swartz 

 

Books in the day, 

But that’s not my only play. 

I sell at night, 

So that money isn’t tight. 

 

I’m a slave to this life,  

Cutting through my heart like a knife. 

Worried of getting locked up as a teen, 

But I know I’m stuck in the wrong scene. 

 

Mom can’t seem to put down the bottle, 

Isn’t she supposed to be a role model? 

Bringing nothing to me but a frown, 

Who’s a queen with no crown? 

 

For my siblings I have time, 

Why did I choose this life of crime? 

Laying my life on the line,  

For those that are mine. 

 

Nikki and Aunt Mary are my vice, 

No one to listen, no one for advice. 

No words from the wise, 

I guess I’m a blood, another baptized. 

 

This game isn’t risk free, 

In my mind, it’s the key. 

Occasional Glock in hand, 

This wasn’t planned. 
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I was passing on the corner, 

No one stopped to be a warner. 

In came the raid, 

Now I have a debt to be paid. 

 

Collector demanding for bread, 

Flashing that warhead. 

I flinch to my grip, 

One false step and I might slip. 

 

In a split, a release 

Odds of living decrease. 

The river runs dry, 

Transcending into the sky. 

 

Brother and sister left alone, 

Their tears flow on the tombstone. 

Nothing left but a name, 

And hearts searching to blame. 
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Breathe  
 

Mallory Wittwer 

 

Baby, take a minute, and just breathe… breathe with me.  

There’s a point to this. I promise, you’ll see.  

Just take a seat and stay awhile,  

I know we all got problems; we all got our trials.  

 

Everyone’s in a hurry,  

Everyone’s starting to worry.  

So, I’m about to tell you right here, right now,  

You’re going to make it, someway somehow.  

 

Baby, take a breather, and just unwind.  

Cause the woes of this world you’ll always find.  

You don’t have to carry the weight of the world on your shoulders.  

Baby, just let go of that boulder.  

 

Life can be a crazy roller coaster ride,  

But it can be done especially when you got a good team by your side.  

I don’t know about you, but I got my faith and family and friends.  

You’re not broken, just a little bent.  

 

I hope you find that staff that comforts you in the midst of the valley.  

This pain is not the end, this is not the finale.  

It’s going to be okay; it’s going to be alright.  

Just breathe… you’re at the end of the tunnel and almost to the light.  

 

It’s okay to be sad, angry, and feel in despair,  

Baby, it’s okay to visit, but just don’t live there.  

Life can be hard. Life can be tough.  

But God made you for a reason, and He made you darn tough.  
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Life has many highs and lows,  

But here’s something I want you to know…  

I hope you have more smiles than frowns,  

Because life has many ups and downs.  

 

I hope you have peace in the storm.  

When your world is cold, I hope you have someone to keep you warm.  

Just know you are loved, you are valid.  

Don’t worry, I’m almost done with this ballad.  

 

So, Baby, it’s okay to have a laugh and have a cry.  

It is fine to take a second and just sigh.  

God’s got you and we don’t always have to understand why.  

I hope to see you there someday in the sweet by and by.  

 

But until then, just inhale and exhale.  

It’s okay to be happy and succeed. But it’s also okay to fall, it’s okay to fail.  

I know you got your sorrows,  

But don’t let it ruin your tomorrow.  

 

So, now we’re back, back to the start.  

Breathing is good for the heart.  

So, let go. Be free.  

So, Baby, come on and just breathe with me.  
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Pyromania Infernum 
 

Jaclyn Nuzum 

 

I’ve always been interested 

         in fire  

     in flame. 

The dancing embers 

             glow 

         wax 

   and 

         wane.  

 

Perhaps I, too, do the same.  
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Joyce Baker AKA Faye Collins 
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Chess 
 

Jadon Kampfe 

 

The pieces are set in a line 

Black on white and white on black 

War seems fun 

And that is why the game seems fun 

Even as a representation of something evil 

 

It’s all quite tame 

Until you envision the queens as queens 

The pawns as pawns 

And the bishops as bishops 

Now it’s not so fun is it? 

 

What do you see yourself as? 

If you’re lucky, you’re a queen 

Or maybe you’ll be like the rest of us and me 

lined up, ready to go 

to make the first step 

But not on my own 

Yeah… it’s really not so fun at all 

To be pushed to the next square by a visible hand of fate 

Sure, we with eyes can see it 

But good luck contending with it 

Because even as we are a representation of something evil 

We still can’t fight what makes our insentient brothers-in-arms move 

The only way to win is to lose until you stop playing 

 

The bishop’s mood is constantly down 

Upset with the fact 

That despite his amazing mobility 

He cannot leave the board. 

Yes, that is why the bishop frowns. 

But at least he has a means of expression 
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Unlike us pawns, who possess no mouths, and not even ears to listen 

We don’t obey anyone because we obey everything. 

 

Such potential… 

 

Our heads are big and round and could carry a war-ending thought 

But nobody listens to pawns; pawns don’t listen to pawns 

We are a means to the end for others who are considered greater than us 

Despite us being the ones who advance the front line. 

I’m done. 

 

The queen will be a queen 

But not to me 

 

I refuse to be 

The greatest yet the least 

In her eyes, a sacrifice 

To hope for victory 

I am pushed but wish to leap 

Away with history 

 

My will is finally my own 

My overlords overthrown 

 

 

A pawn falls off the board.  
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Good Boy  
 

Mallory Wittwer 

 

Hey, Good Boy, are you out there?  

Are you wondering out there, somewhere?  

Are you looking for a Good Girl?  

Tell me, Good Boy, would I fit into your world?  

 

Do you want a lady?  

Or a girl who’s a little crazy?  

I’ll admit I’m a little both.  

Do you want a girl to share a last name with and an oath?  

 

Tell me, Boy, you ain’t gonna waste my time.  

Would you rather have a nickel or a dime?  

I’m not some girl looking for a boy’s attention.  

Don’t want a fly-by-night, won’t call me back, self-absorbed jerk with the  

wrong intentions.  

Also, did I mention…  

 

Dear, Good Boy, are you gonna grow up to be a good man?  

Get to know me first before you hold my hand.  

Just take our time and do this right.  

Who’s gonna be a gentleman both day and night.  

 

Yes, I got a list.  

Some might call it pickiness.  

But I won’t settle for less,  

Because I believe God is saving me nothing but the best.  
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Cause, Good Boy, I’m tired of all these other boys who want to play with my  

feelings and leave.  

Are you out there? Cause I’m starting to find it hard to believe,  

That there’s a good boy for a good girl like me.  

Or are you just a fantasy?  

 

I’m looking for a good man with a good heart.  

Tell me what makes you stand apart?  

Is it your love of the Father? Or is it the kindness in your eyes?  

Your good sense of humor? Or that your so wise?  

 

So, I won’t give my love away.  

Hey, Good Boy, can’t wait to meet you someday.  

For I know my worth,  

And I’m here waiting for you on God’s green earth.  

 

I want a love that is true.  

I want our love to never feel old, but we always feel like this is all brand new.  

I want to love you forever,  

I want to love you for worse or for better.  

 

Where we’ll call each other dear and I’m the only girl you see.  

And I’ll think, “How did I ever get so lucky?”  

“How did I get such a Good Boy such as yourself?  

If you’re near, I don’t want to be anywhere else.”  

But I’m getting ahead of myself.  
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Tell me, Good Boy, are you ready to love, to laugh, to cry and ready to fight  

back?  

I know I’m not perfect; there are some qualities I lack.  

But what can I say, opposites attract.  

We’ll be a perfect fit and a perfect match.  

 

Sometimes these thoughts keep me awake,  

I’m tired of all these headaches and heartbreaks.  

So, Good Boy, are you out there looking for someone like me?  

We can be what we need and look how happy we would be.  

 

Until we meet someday,  

I’ll just say,  

I won’t fall for some decoy.  

I want you, the real McCoy.  

I’m counting on you and see you soon,  

         Hey, Good Boy 
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I Miss You 
 

Alexandria Rivera 

 

Pretending that you were still here 

was the only lie that could 

get me to bed at night. 

 

I used to pray for you to come back, 

anything to make you near again. 

 

Tried convincing God to swap 

our places: 

         He said it wasn’t right. 

 

Asked the Devil to swap 

our places: 

        He said he’s not a helper. 

 

Met with Death and 

begged him: 

        He said he already got his fair trade. 

 

Realizing that you were truly gone 

broke me to the core. 

It tore me apart 

from the inside out. 

 

Every day I still offer myself in your place, 

and every day, 

I still miss you. 
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Kiss With a Fist 
 

Jaclyn Nuzum 

 

You were a field of daisies 

 I frolicked,  

carefree.  

 

You were a river stream  

 I would languidly lay,  

sundrenched and stoned.  

 

You were a weighted blanket,  

 coating me, leaving me all aglow.  

 

You were a caterpillar in chrysalis,  

 exciting and intriguing me.  

 

You were four AM fog on a late drive home,  

 obscuring the obvious, leaving me guessing.  

 

You were the viper in the grass,  

 poisoning suddenly, leaving me gasping.  

 

You were the cold north wind.  

 The F 

           L 

             U 

                                 R 

    R 

       Y 

of snow,  

 hard to catch, chilling me to the bone.  
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You were fetid meat,  

 leaving me sick, crying for help.  

 

And me?  

 

I am the absentee parent,  

 going out for some smokes and  

hitting the road.  

 

The 1960’s hippie,  

all grown up in a room with a view.  

 

A butterfly,  

 newly emerged and brand new.  

 

I’m a completely new shape, molded out of fear.  

A girl on the run,   

 someone running from you.  
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Don’t Mind 
 

Netanya Price-Flatt 

 

He is poison hemlock. 

A green gangly outreaching of his own indignation and desperation with 

the smallest, whitest explosions of beauty that slithers from his fingertips. 

But I don’t mind when he pricks my finger. 

Only another droplet of lifeblood from my own blooming garden  

Purged from my petals. 

And even though I am starting to wilt 

I don’t mind.  

 

He is molasses and tar  

and sticky to the touch and brown,  

even though his ID says he has green eyes. 

But I don’t mind when he adheres to me. 

It’s merely his toxicity oozing onto my epidermis 

And I am soon to have two of his children. 

His mucilage in my womb is becoming a half-step breath, but 

I don’t mind. 

 

He is ugly angry. 

Nothing more than a wrathful surplus yet 

when his forehead sweats all I can reminisce about  

Is that one time when our children wanted pet mice. 

And the smell of its urine was worse than the nights 

My to-have-and-to-hold would hold me down 

Beating his love into my stomach, where butterflies go, but  

I don’t mind.  
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He is expired milk, tossed in with trash and 

never have I loved someone more than I have loved him. 

Yet I find another copy of my progenies pop, derided from my offspring’s eyes. 

I shelter inside this homely grove of hemlock I’ve found. 

and I in my beholder’s eye 

am assaulted with both love and anger 

in its most aggressive form  

But I don’t mind. 
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Home in Indiana  
 

Mallory Wittwer 

 

Indiana is where I left my heart,  

For not too long we can be apart.  

People say they are going to leave it, but they never do.  

They know they secretly love it. They know it’s true.  

 

Indiana is the good ole neighbor next door in the Midwest.  

I love my Hoosier hometown Roanoke because it’s the best.  

We got a post office and the smallest Main Street,  

But we got that small-town charm, nobody can beat.  

 

You can say what you like about Indiana, with your patronizing wit.  

Because we can dish out and take it.  

Yes, we know we’re not as exciting as some other places.  

But we got some pride in our Indy 500 races.  

 

We don’t have sunshine 365 like California on the west coast.  

But at least we got some sensibility, that we can boast.  

We don’t have the beautiful Alaskan mountain tops,  

But we got corn, beans, and plenty of other crops.  

 

Don’t get me started on our fields and fields of corn.  

I’ve been shucking it since I was born.  

We may not have the city that never sleeps,  

But we got lots of land and living is cheap.  

 

The weather here is the eighth wonder,  

We’ll grab our lawn chair to watch the tornadoes and thunder.  

But that’s not all what they say,  

Heck, we get all the seasons in one day. 
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Everyone is your neighbor,  

They’ll be glad to help you with a favor.  

We’re no models that stand apart,  

But most of us here got good hearts.  

 

I love seeing the red cardinal in spring,  

I love the peace, the still, and the birds sing.  

I love the back roads that always lead to where I want to go.  

And where that is, you may already know.  

 

The spring, summer, and fall here are great,  

But winter is depressingly long, that is a fact no one will debate.  

There are cozy nights in, and fun nights out under the stars,  

We got lots of churches, restaurants, barns, fields, and of course bars.  

 

We’re the type of people that get drunk on a Saturday night,  

But be in church the next day in the early morning light.  

Don’t worry, we’re working on that.  

Quite often, we and God like to chat.  

 

Football is our second home to none.  

Sports in general is our way to have fun.  

Oh, but don’t forget the cornhole toss!  

You win in that and you’re a real boss.  

 

Indiana, you are not perfect by no means,  

But you are perfect to me, you are in my genes.  

Indiana, you are home when I need to rest.  

My safe haven in the Midwest. 
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Lies and Truth 
 

Jacqueline Hiatt 

 

If I only knew the last time, I saw you would be the last time I saw, I would  

have done things differently 

I would have kissed you longer, had you hold me a little tighter 

Begged you not to let me go, to not let go of us 

But just like everything else, I failed at this 

I let you walk away, I let you go  

I watched you walk away from me, but not just me 

From our girls   

A little girl that looked up to you, that loved you more than you’ll ever know 

Another little girl, that will never know you, a little girl that is 

Truly yours, and acts so much like you it hurts 

Both girls, will have to grow up 

Without a dad, because you chose 

Bad habits, drugs, crimes  

Over them 

If I would have known,  

Life would go this way,  

I would have fought harder, 

Made you stay, said no,  

Fought for you, for us, for them. 

I hope you can live with this,  

You made this mess. 
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COVID-19 
 

Michael Johnson II 

 

Quarantine us and 

Isolate us from 

Our families 

Our jobs 

Our lives 

Take our elderly 

Take our young 

Take all 

You can for now 

 

There is weakness 

In you that 

Will be found 

Our best 

Our brightest 

Diligently work 

To destroy what 

You are 

And rebuild what 

We were 

 

The war has begun 

You wanted it 

You brought it  

To us 

It’s only a matter  

Of time before 

You lose 
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Space 
 

Isabel Kern 

 

You’re worlds and nights and suns past count,  

Redshifted stars and endless expanse— 

A billion, billion galaxies out 

Past Neptune in a cosmic dance— 

 

But who are you dancing for? 

 

How far is it to your other side? 

Are you a carousel of chaos or  

The highest court of temporal time? 

If you are only burning wheels 

 

Of ancient dust and matter then 

Are we worth it—are we real 

Or are we only meant to end? 

Are you the last of reckoning 

 

Or could it be that every star 

Is the window of a mansion, beckoning? 

You are paradox and metaphor,  

A finite infinity, dancing— 

 

But who are you dancing for? 

 

You’re countless beams of photons lancing 

Through membranous black veils between 

Burning suns and spinning planets— 

Gamma and ultraviolet, green 
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And red, blue and orange, a spectral gamut 

Of pure light, radiating across 

The ages to fill our eyes for a second,  

My tiny mind gets hopelessly lost— 

 

But who—I’m only a speck and 

 

A small puff of breath on a bed of blue.  

You’re gravitas and merriment, 

A mirror of some higher truth 

As high above the firmament 

 

As the space between two human hearts, 

Yet filling up a formless waste, 

Like some cataclysmic work of art.  

What immortal hand would dare to paint 

Such terrible vastness as yours, 

Such depth and beauty and wonder? 

I’m small and insignificant before 

It all, a satellite asunder 

Beneath the weight of worlds beyond  

 

My understanding. But what it amounts 

To is the knowledge after all that 

You are my sister, and I still count. 

From moons and supernovas, and 

 

Constellations spanning worlds, 

 

I know we’re of an artist’s hand, 

And loved. 
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Joyce Baker AKA Faye Collins 
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Always My Paw Paw, Forever Your Skeeter 
 

Alexandria Rivera 

 

I still can’t believe it. 

When I got the call that you had a stroke I felt my stomach drop, 

immediately guilt washed over my entire being. 

I thought this was it, the call to tell me that my chance at a goodbye was  

gone forever. 

 

I was told you laid for 12 hours before anyone found you, 

that the shift in your brain was so bad they needed to transfer you to a  

specialist. 

I had to rush to go see you before you left, 

because I may not be able to see you ever again. 

 

When I got to the hospital I went numb, 

this made it all too real. 

I stood outside your room cursing myself 

before I could even muster the courage to face you. 

 

As I pushed the curtains to your room aside 

I couldn’t stop the hot tears from taking over. 

Seeing you all bruised and barely conscious broke my heart. 

 

Walking in my mom introduced us to you as you slept. 

It took everything in me to stop myself from falling to the floor in guilt. 

I should’ve reached out to you sooner, 

yet I let life get the better of me every time. 

 

All I could do was hold your hand tight and cry. 

When they came to transfer you I had to say goodbye, 

but all I could feel was the tightening in my throat. 

I mumbled a goodbye and stepped back as they wheeled you away. 
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On the drive home all I could do was yell at myself. 

What kind of granddaughter am I that 

I can’t even properly say goodbye to my own grandpa? 

 

You were the one who taught me every penny counts 

as you used to fill drawers of pennies just for me. 

You encouraged me to try new things even if 

they were weird things like peanut butter with a hot dog. 

 

All I can think of is how much you loved me and I was your Skeeter. 

You used to call me Skeeter because of how much 

I used to get bit by mosquitoes and break out. 

 

It was always in a loving way which was nice 

in comparison to the endless bullying I received over the years 

due to my spotted, scarred and hideous skin. 

 

Even my own parents were ashamed of my skin as they had me cover them  

up on outings.  

At school the PE teacher called me the ‘Bandaid Princess’ as the nurse  

always insisted on 

covering each and every bite. 

But when I was with you I was just Skeeter; your granddaughter. 

 

The next morning I got the update that they estimated you had 24-48 hours  

left 

as the shift in your brain had gotten worse. 

I knew I had to go to the next hospital and properly say goodbye. 
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At the new hospital you were surrounded by people I didn’t really know. 

My aunt introduced me as my full name Alexandria, but there was no  

response. 

I blurted out ‘It’s me, Maria’ and you instantly smiled and called out “It’s  

Skeeter!” 

The tears took over as I nodded in response. 

 

I waited there, just sitting for over an hour until everyone else left and my  

aunt went for a smoke. 

There was this need for me to explain myself 

as I got up to stand next to you and hold your hand. 

 

Blubbering away I reintroduced myself and you smiled. 

You couldn’t open your eyes to see me but I went on 

apologizing for not reaching out to you sooner, 

for never offering to meet up and spend time with you like we used to. 

 

As I sobbed through my words and repeated sorry’s you squeezed my hand  

so tight. 

I’ll never forget the way you said your own goodbyes to me. 

You never said it, but I know with that last squeeze you forgave me. 

 

With that I left you to rest and headed home. 

A week later I was told you had passed 

and I had to accept that I would never feel your big hugs again 

or hear you call me your Skeeter. 
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Last Dance 
 

Isabel Kern 

 

I’m typing quickly, my laptop humming softly 

Until it finds a jazz ensemble to play for 

My grandmother. She’s looking up as 

Glenn Miller starts playing her song—  

Their song. 

Her foot’s tapping as she reads, a wistful smile on her 

Red lips. By the light of her favorite lava lamp  

Her white hair looks red again.  

I can tell she’s In the Mood, and so am I.  

I can still see ghosts of callouses on her tiny hands, years of work 

And still working. The pages of her book, organic; far cry from  

The sheets of metal she welded onto a P-47 Thunderbolt.  

Goodness knows she’s been sick of metal for seventy years, but 

She can’t get away from it; her steely eyes still reflect the  

Sheen of metal when she frowns.  

The brass section kicks to it and she’s on her tired feet, suddenly 

No older than sixteen. Her nightgown’s a swing dress and the room  

Is a dance floor, and 

I can tell she’s still thinking about him. 

She’s back on her first date, and  

I feel like I should able to see him: 

The cute boy in sepia-toned dress blues  

From the picture she’s always kept  

At the back of her dresser that’s all cluttered now with  

Orange pill bottles and half-empty tubes of hand cream; 

The boy who could’ve been, would’ve been my grandfather 

If December of ’41 had never come at all— 

Was forever really theirs?  

At least it would have been.  

She throws me a girlish smile because  

She knows I can read her mind.    
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Then she says, “Girl, when I go, I want to go dancing.” 

With who, I ask?  

And she grins like a perfect minx and says,  

“Both of them.” 

Her first love and her prince of sixty years, I know they’re both 

Watching her, like two high school boys at a soda fountain, waiting  

For her to come on over and share the next dance with them, then 

Go home and laugh it all off together, but  

That girl’s hard to get and won’t go home till  

She’s danced holes in all her shoes. 

 


